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Antibodies

At NTHRYS OPC PVT LTD, we offer a diverse selection of antibodies designed to meet
various needs. Our comprehensive range includes various categories of antibodies, each serving
specific applications in therapeutics, diagnostics, research, and more.

1. Therapeutic Antibodies

Our therapeutic antibodies are meticulously developed to target specific disease-associated
antigens, offering promising treatment options for a wide range of medical conditions. These
monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) and polyclonal antibodies are engineered to deliver precise
therapeutic effects, combating diseases such as cancer, autoimmune disorders, infectious
diseases, and inflammatory conditions.

2. Diagnostic Antibodies

Our diagnostic antibodies play a crucial role in accurate disease detection and monitoring. These
high-quality antibodies are utilized in various diagnostic assays, including ELISA kits,
immunohistochemistry, western blotting, and flow cytometry. With exceptional specificity and
sensitivity, our diagnostic antibodies enable reliable and efficient detection of disease
biomarkers and antigens, facilitating early diagnosis and effective patient management.

3. Research Antibodies

Unlock new insights into biological processes with our premium research antibodies. Designed
for use in basic and applied research across diverse fields, our research antibodies enable
scientists and researchers to investigate protein expression, localization, and interactions within
cells and tissues. Whether studying cellular pathways, protein function, or disease mechanisms,
our research antibodies provide invaluable tools for advancing scientific knowledge and
innovation.

4. Theranostic Antibodies

Experience the dual benefits of therapy and diagnostics with our innovative theranostic
antibodies. These multifunctional antibodies combine therapeutic properties with diagnostic
capabilities, offering personalized treatment options and real-time monitoring of treatment
efficacy. By integrating therapeutic and diagnostic elements, our theranostic antibodies pave the
way for precision medicine approaches, optimizing patient outcomes and enhancing clinical
decision-making.

5. Biosimilar Antibodies
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Access cost-effective alternatives to branded therapeutic antibodies with our biosimilar antibody
offerings. Our biosimilar antibodies are highly similar to approved reference antibodies,
providing comparable efficacy, safety, and quality at reduced costs. By expanding access to
essential biologic therapies, our biosimilar antibodies address unmet medical needs and
contribute to improved healthcare affordability and accessibility worldwide.
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